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Traditional You Tiao (Mini)

You Tiao is a comforting breakfast staple loved by 
many in Singapore.

Eat it with porridge, coffee, rojak or simply with 
some Kaya.  So many ways to eat it, so many 
ways to love it. 

Charcoal You Tiao (Mini)

Charcoal You Tiao is a modern re-invention of the 
traditional You Tiao.

Bold & unique, the Charcoal You Tiao elevates 
and highlights this simple dough snack by giving it 
a modern twist.

Wholegrain You Tiao (Mini)

Wholegrain You Tiao is 25% lower in saturated 
fats than Traditional You Tiao. Awarded the 
"Healthier Choice Symbol" by the Health 
Promotion Board, Wholegrain You Tiao is the 
first in the world, and proudly made here in 
Singapore!

Wholegrains are packed with nutrients and a diet 
rich in wholegrains has been shown to lower the 
risk of developing chronic diseases such as heart 
diseases, diabetes  and certain cancers.

Salted Bun (mini)

Green Bean Bun (mini)

Red Bean Bun (mini)

Yam Bun (mini)

A well-loved savoury snack; loved by many in 
Singapore.  A childhood favourite, these fried 

"asian doughnuts" bring back fond memories of 
our childhood. 

Dusted with five spiced powder, these Salted 
Buns (Hum Chim Peng) are incredibly fragrant 

and delicious. These are now available in a mini 
bite size portions for your whole family to enjoy.

Sotong You Tiao

Imagine this deliciously crunchy, moist and 
aromatic Sotong You Tiao on your dinner table! 
Now you can enjoy this favourite Zhi Char classic 
at a fraction of the cost, while in the convenience 
of your home. 

Our Sotong You Tiao is filled with creamy sotong 
paste and topped with aromatic sesame seeds for 
an extra crunch.

Otah Charcoal You Tiao

Like Otah ? Like You Tiao ? Look no further !

You Tiao Man is proud to present Singapore's 
one and only Otah Charcoal You Tiao.  Its 
stunning appearance and crunchy texture is 
simply irresistable.  An aromatic blend of fresh 
herbs and spices, the spicy flavour of the otah 
blends with the crunchy taste of our charcoal You 
Tiao to form an amazing combination. 

Fried Bean Curd Roll (Large)

Crispy and fragrant , this is a household staple for 
every family. Made with with premium toufu skin 
and fish for guaranteed freshness.

A definite crowd pleaser for your family and 
parties



Spring Rolls (Large)

Don't know what to cook for dinner ? This crowd-
pleaser is a classic favorite on any dinner table.  

Crispy and full of flavour, this snack is something 
that the entire family will enjoy. 

Curry Samosa

Baked or fried, this Curry Samosa is well-
seasoned carrots, peas and spiced up with just 
enough spices and heat.

Great for dinner or simply afternoon tea. 

Fried Golden Fish Roll

Savour the delectable all-time Singapore 
favourite: Fried Golden Fish Roll. Goes well with 
noodles, vegetables or simply eat it just some 
chili sauce.

Just make sure there's enough to go around the 
table.

Butterfly Breaded Shrimp

These shrimps will knock your socks off ! 

The coating of the breadcrumbs makes the 
prawns extremely crunchy and is finger-licking 
good. Truly an easy yet delicious entree 
especially for the prawn lovers. So ENJOY!

Shrimp Har Kao

Bite into this hot, steamy, fresh dim sum made 
with succulent juicy prawns and crystal skin 
wrapping.

So easy to prepare, simply pop it into your 
steamer and get ready to enter dim sum 
heaven!!!!

Seafood Shao Mai

Love dim sum? Now you can get your fix on 
demand with our Seafood Shao Mai!

These Chinese steamed dumplings are filled with 
juicy sweet seafood and enclosed with wonton 
wrappers.

Seafood Gyoza

Japanese shrimp gyoza, also known as 
potstickers or dumplings, is a delicious wrapper 
filled with shrimp and vegetables and pan fried to 
perfection.

Serve it with with soy sauce and let its salty yet 
crispy texture fill your mouth . 



Shitake Mushroom Dumpling

Delectable on the palate with its chewy and 
fragrant textures, these steamed vegetarian 
dumplings are filled with shitake mushrooms and 
cabbage. 

A perfect treat for this stay home season.

Premium Pancakes

Introducing old ol' fashioned pancakes! We tried 
this and we absolutely loved it ... bringing the 
convenience of breakfast right to your doorstep. 

Our pancakes aren’t too sweet and are lightly 
scented with vanilla. They are delicious AND they 
taste excatly like what you get at the restaurants.

Prawn Chee Cheong Fun

Shrimp Rice Noodle Rolls, or “ha cheung” 
(Cantonese) are a dim sum classic, and consist of 
light rice noodles, or cheung fun, wrapped around 
plump shrimp (either whole or pureed), doused in 
a sweet soy sauce.

It’s always a favorite at dim sum restaurants, and 
we're happy to share this delicious item with you. 

Yam Ring 

Crispy and packed with the creamy and fragrant 
tastes of yam, this dish is a must have during this 
lockdown period. 

Shrimp & Chives Crytsal 
Dumpling  

These cystal dumplings are a staple of dim sum 
menus. The dough for this variety of dumplings 
becomes translucent once cooked, revealing the 
beautiful color of the chive fillings. Juicy and 
flavourful, these crystal dumplings are great for 
breakfast or your yum-cha sessions. 

Soon Kueh 

Made with a translucent rice flour skin and 
packed with turnip and juicy shrimp, Soon Kueh is 
an old-school snack that is both healthy and tasty. 
The crystal-like translucent skin is slightly chewy, 
and each bite is filled with bountiful flavours from 
the turnip and spices. 

Korean Pancake 

Now you can have restuaurant grade "Haemul 
pajeon" in the comfort of your home. This popular 
Korean savory pancake made with scallions and 
seafood is a great addition to your family's meals. 
Its chewy and crispy texture, with a generous 
filling of seafood is a sure winner! 



Ebiko Prawn You Tiao

Chunky and succulent prawn paste filling nestled 
in a soft and doughy bed, an epiphany of 
exquisite indulgence garnished with savoury 
ebiko! The best of seafood and crusty cravings 
found in every bite!

Sesame Ball with Pineapple 
Filling

A 'fried mochi-like' exterior, soft, chewy and 
crusty! Topped with roasted sesame seeds and a 
sweet and zesty pineapple filling on the inside. 
The perfect treat to kickstart a sweet and 
prosperous new year!

Sesame Ball with Red Bean 
Filling 

Enjoy this hawker classic in the comfort of your 
home. Crispy on the outside and filled with red 
bean paste, this is the perfect treat to kickstart a 
sweet and prosperous new year!

Pumpkin Skin with Nian Gao 
Pancake

The taste of sweet nostalgia from grandma's 
kitchen! Enjoy the creamy and comforting flavors 
of pumpkin on the exterior with a sweet and sticky 
Nian Gao at the core of it all! 

Ang Ku Kueh Peanut

A decadent and nutty-treat! Made of soft and 
chewy glutinous rice skin and crushed peanuts 
with sugar! It boasts an addictive crunch to every 
bite, one is simply not enough!

Ang Ku Kueh Coconut

For all you Mr Coconut lovers out there, this one 
is made for you! Made of soft and chewy 
glutinous rice skin and filled with a generous filling 
of shredded coconut!

Kueh Lapis

Sink your teeth into the soft and springy layers of 
this Peranakan delicacy! A multi-ccloured steam 
cake made with glutinous rice flour and creamy 
coconut milk, for a sweet and creamy indulgence!



Kueh Salat

A firm and chewy glutinous rice bottom decked 
with a soft, rich and creamy coconut custard top. 
Another sweet and savory treat that satisfies the 
supertasters and sweet-tooth fairies at the dinner 
table!

Rice Kueh

Chewy glutinous rice flour skin packed with 
plumped glutinous rice grains and peanuts 
steamed to a soft and nutty perfection! 


